EARTH IS IN THE CENTRE OF UNIVERSE 95% NO ALIENS IN THE UNIVERSE STOP THE ARRIVAL OF THIRD WORLD WAR BEFORE COMING, PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT FROM EARTHQUAKE, CYCLONE AND TSUNAMI IN WORLD FROM 2019 TO INFINITY YEARS
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ABSTRACT

This article is based on universal energy or sexual energy of attraction of universe. Earth is in centre point of rotation of axis in universe, Gulf of guinea is the centre point of universe, and zero point energy(0) starts from that point to entire universe(infinity). Earth is in centre of universe without earth universe cannot function. Atom bomb, hydrogen bomb explosion must be eradicated in 100 percentage. Dinosaur has been killed by nature for the arrival of human being. Mother earth is the only planet in universe life is in earth only. Stoppage of arrival of third world war is essential for united nation organization. In 2749 our earth is covered by 75% sea water. Planting of green trees is essential we want to protect our environment in great manner. 1, 2, 3…… infinity. Infinity means human being, positive infinity means man, negative infinity means women and middle infinity means ivinch men and women. Earthquake, cyclone, tsunami, more rainfall and flood take place in world in great manner from 2019 to 2030 in world please save all the plants, animals and human beings in world. Nostradamus predicted there must be a third world war from 2019 to 2030 and usage of atom bomb and hydrogen bomb by world countries and more number of environmental damage in world. Human being want to construct houses, buildings bridges, military, office, schools, colleges inside the sea for future
generation. Bhagavad kita, bible and quran come to the world for the protection of earth not only for human living purpose in the world. Lord Krishna, Jesus and nabigal nayagam come for the protection of earth only. We want to protect the 700 crore peoples, plants and all animals in earth.

INTRODUCTION
Stop the arrival of third world war before coming from 2019 to 2030.

If any war starts in world in recent years from countries such as north korea, USA, iran, Syria, Israel, Palestine, Iraq, india and Pakistan between 2019 to 2030 it may induce in third world war stop the hydrogen bomb and atom bomb explosion .there is no church in north korea, united nation organisation want to construct church in north korea, some people are dying in north korea without food. Everybody want to get food.

Stoppage of using atom bomb and hydrogen bomb by world countries

Gulf of Guinea is the centre point of universe, the zero point energy starts from gulf of guinea. The zero point energy starts from gulf of guinea to the entire universe. If the particular point is breaked earth will damage by tsunami, cyclone earth quake and flood. Atom bomb and hydrogen bomb are very danger to human beings, animals and plants. Dinosaur has been killed by god for the arrival of human being , so stoppage of using atom bomb and hydrogen bomb in world. Only life is present only in earth in the entire universe, earth is the home of all plants, animals and human beings (infinity of the earth).

Environmental pollution
Each and every day we want to alert in environmental pollution. In recent years from 2019 to infinity years tsunamis cyclones earthquake, water scarcity is possible people must be safely move to another place check the environment in great manner. Sea water has been converted to drinking water in future. The human being want to construct the houses, buildings bridges everything in sea and they want to live in sea to save their life, everybody want to plant trees etc. world environment organisation want to take alert, and protect the people of 700 crores human being from floods, earth quake, tsunamis and cyclones and stoppage of arrival of war between two or three countries.\(^{[1-14]}\)
Centre of universe
Earth is in centre of universe without earth universe cannot function. The 7th sense to 12th sense is present in the entrance of hindu temple. Infinity means human being positive infinity means man, negative in finity means women. Dinosaur has been killed by nature for the arrival of human being. Gulf of guinea is the centre point energy of the universe if that particular point is affected universe cannot function and break and the zero point energy originating from that place in gulf of guinea. the positive Infinity +1 and negative Infinity -1 it represents men women love and sexual energy.

Alliens
Alliens are extra terestial organism we think 95% no alliens in universe, alliens not at all possible to come in our planet, they are millions of kilometres present in universe from earth

Save muslim countries
Hindus christian can save muslim each and every day muslim men and women are raped and tortured in large manner they have been killed. Hindus christian can save muslims in large manner terrorism 100% eradicated . muslim countries must be protected afghanistan pakistan syria and many muslim countries each and every body want to get food and all basic needs . Petrol should be sold by muslim countries only.

Nikola tesla code
Nikola tesla code 3, 6 and 9, the three mention sivan brahma vishnu 6 represents devil number 9 represents 9 gragahgal present in tamil literature.

Suicide
In world men suicide and women suicide rate is very high people must be saved from suicide suicide prevention and help line must do this things in the world.

CONCLUSION
In world everybody want to get every things, plants, animals each and every body must be protected in human life must be protected in atmost care. 100% literacy must be arrived in each and every countries. Bhagavad kita, bible and quran come to the world for the protection of earth not only for human living purpose in the world. Lord Krishna, Jesus and nabigal nayagam come for the protection of earth only. We want to protect the 700 crore peoples, plants and all animals in earth.
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